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Abstract 

This paper discusses the axial ratio (AR) 
response in the E-plane by the virtue of 
controlling the physical and electrical feed 
properties for the 1,3 and 5 element system 
excited by quadrature phased dual feeds. The 
single element is designed and formulation used 
for the desired AR. For beam steering, 3 and 5- 
element array system is setup in E plane and axial 
ratio (AR) response is studied and corrected for 
the beam steering ranging up to steer angle -60 
degrees. The physical properties are changed in 
single antenna The best responses for the single 
antenna and array antennas are kept below AR 
less than 0.5 dB throughout the bandwidth of 
interest. The amplitude ratio and the phase 
difference for the quadrature phased dual feed is 
within 1.2-1.4 range for all the desired responses 
and the phase difference is ranging wide specially 
for the beam steered array system. 
Index Terms - Axial Ratio, Antenna Array, 
Circular Polarisation, dual feed antenna, Array 
steering, Beam steer, X-band. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The circularly polarized (CP) patch antenna 
arrays are essential for modern day applications 
using satellite, radar tracking, and mobile 
communication systems [1], [2] and [3]. Patch 
antennas have the inherent advantage of 
polarisation control, low profile, low 
manufacturing cost, and easiness of integration 
whereas the circular polarisation of the wave 
gives an ability to radiate and receive in both E 
and H plane identically and hence set up a 
reliable system for robust communication. A 
single feed corner truncated antenna provides a 
narrow band AR but the controllability of 
antenna properties is quite low and the steer 
ability of the array farfield is very limited [4], [5], 

[6] and [7]. The lower axial ratio value response 
means better circular polarisation and the ability 
of an antenna to receive the two polarisations 
with the same effectiveness minimizing the 
polarisation mismatching loss [9]. As the beam is 
steered, the difference between the horizontal 
polarization and the vertical polarisation 
increase. 

 
Figure 1. The schematic of a single dual feed circularly 
polarised antenna. 

Therefore, its preferred to choose rectangular 
patch antenna with dual feeds in the two planes 
having quadrature phase difference between 
them. The array system with appropriate spacing 
is then analysed for the AR response with the 
steering of the beam along the E-plane axis. 
In the proposed work, we analysed and presented 
the CP phased array antenna system for wide 
axial ratio scanning in E-plane. The antenna used 
is dual fed for dual-polarization and used in 1 
dimensional array antenna. In simulation, the 
feed parameters are controlled in form of 
amplitude and phase of each dual-polarized feed 
to compensate for amplitude and phase 
difference between dual polarisation.  
 
2.  Theory, Design and Results for dual feed 
CP antenna systems 
2.1   Single Dual Feed CP Antenna (DFCPA) 
 
A simple rectangular patch is chosen for the 
resonant frequency of operation, fr = 10 GHz, 
with two feeds being active simultaneously but in 
the quadrature phase difference between the 
supposed E and H plane of the pattern causing the 



time delay of T/4 between the respective 
sinusoidal inputs. The size of the rectangular 
patch is   in mm. 

Table 1. Antenna Parameters 

The substrate material is rogers RT 5880, having 
��=2.2 and tan δ=0.0009. The height of substrate 
is 1mm where 2 layers of 0.51 mm each are 
supposedly used. The two discrete feeds have 
been placed in the X and Y- axis at distances 
FEED-X and FEED-Y from the respective patch 
edge axis as in schematic from CST in fig. 1. All 
parameters for the reference single patch antenna 
are mentioned in table 2 and will be kept same 
for the arrays as well except for the inter-element 
spacing and electrical properties of the dual 
feeds. The electrical property of the feed is more 
effective in controlling the AR response. 
Parameter α denotes the amplitude ratio of the 
two feeds and ∆ϕ denoted the phase difference of 
the E and H-plane feeds in the presented dual 
feed system. The axial ratio formulation used for 
controlling the single antenna system is obtained 
from [8] as: 

where,                     

All the angles, ϕH, ϕV and ∆ϕ are in degrees 
throughout the manuscript.  

 

 
Figure 2. The response of the axial ratio to the variation in 
∆ϕ and α for single antenna calculated through Matlab and 
efficiency plot from CST.  

 
Figure 4. The response of axial ratio for different α; fixed 
∆ϕ = - 0.5°. 

The single CP antenna dimensions are optimised 
for the optimum response of AR, mainly AR < 
0.5 dB, since discrete feed are used for all the 
responses mentioned in the paper and AR 
response will get worse when the feeds are 
replaced with coaxial of a certain radius 
practically. Using eq. (1), the AR response for a 
range of α and ∆ϕ is depicted in fig. 2. The AR 
response is highly sensitive to the ∆ϕ since it 
caused the shift in fr of the AR. The parameter α 
is mainly responsible for the magnitude of AR. 
 

The response in fig. 2, depicts the radiation and 
total efficiency of the simulated single CP 
antenna. The AR response for the simulated 
antenna from CST can be found in fig. 3 and the 
best value of AR=0.1 dB is obtained for the dual 
feed electrical property, α = 1.2 and ∆ϕ = -0.46°.  
 

2.2 Array Response: 3 and 5-element DFCPA 
 

Center to center spacing of 14.33 mm, equivalent 

to 
��

�.���
 , is kept between the antenna elements for 

both the 3 and 5-element antenna arrays as 
depicted in fig. 5. 
The axial ratio formulation used for controlling 
the N element array antenna system is obtained 
from [8] as: 
 
 
 

 

and  



 

 

Figure 5. The response of the axial ratio to the variation in  
∆ϕ and α. 

 
Figure 6. The response of the axial ratio (AR) to the 
variation in ∆ϕ and α, where the study of (a) ϕV   vs AR (b) 
ϕH   vs AR (c) ∆ϕ vs AR (d) α vs AR for constant ∆ϕ of -2°, 
is displayed. 

The separation between elements is crucial for the 
farfield and AR response and hence careful 
optimisation is necessary when an array is 
formed. The array of 3-element is formed in the 
X-axis. The AR behaviour is first studied in 
broadside direction in fig. 6 (a) and (b), where AR 
response for the variation in ϕV and ϕH, 
respectively, is studied to find the appropriate 
value of ∆ϕ keeping the α value fixed. 
Then in fig. 6 (c), the effect of α on AR is studied 
keeping ∆ϕ = 0° (or ϕV =ϕH)for different phase 
values in both E and H plane feeds. The best 
response of AR for 3-element antenna in fig. 6 (d) 
represents the best response at α= 1.2 and ∆ϕ = -
2°. The ∆ϕ is responsible for obtaining the AR at 

the desired fr and the α for the desired magnitude 
of AR. 

 
Figure 7. The study of realised gain pattern for different α 
values for (a) steer angle, θs = -7° and (b) steer angle, θs = -
13° and the study of AR for different α values for (c) steer 
angle, θs = -7° and (d) steer angle, θs = -13°, is displayed. ∆ϕ 
= 0° and ϕH= 0°. 

When the beam of 3-element antenna array is 
steered, the behaviour of realised gain pattern of 
array for θs= -7° is displayed in fig. 7 (a) and AR 
in fig. 7 (c), respectively. The AR response fr is 
controlled by the ∆ϕ and ∆ϕ= 0° is obtained as 
most suitable for having fr at 10 GHz and hence 
fig. 7 (a) and (c) depict the response for the 
variation in α after finding appropriate ∆ϕ value. 
Then in fig. 7 (c) and fig. 7 (d), the effect of α on 
farfield and AR at θs= -13°, respectively, is 
studied keeping ∆ϕ = 0° having different phase 
values in E and H feeds for varied α, as before. 
The ∆ϕ =0° means that ϕH = ϕV   for all the finite 
real values possible. The best response of AR for 
steer angle θS = −7° and −13° is for the α=1.2. 
 
2.3 5-Element 1D Antenna Array 

Since the 3- element array is not sufficient for the 
reliable steering of the resultant beam. More 
number of antenna element in the array are 
needed for the reliable steering of the beam but 
also result in the grating lobes.  
In fig. 8 (a) and (c), the farfield pattern and the 
AR response for the combined array beam is 
directed at broadside direction. The farfield 
pattern and the AR response is sensitive to the α 
variation and hence the AR and farfield response 
is presented for the variation of α keeping the 
optimised value ∆ϕ=15° as constant. 



The parameter α, being responsible for the 
variation in dual feed amplitudes ratio, will 
always affect the farfield performance as 
depicted in fig. 8 (a). The best AR performance 
in fig. 8 (c) in ϕ = 0 plane is for the α value of 
1.25, which is still around the values in 3-element 
array but the ∆ϕ value is changed to 15° for the 
AR responses at the desired fr denoting the offset 
required for 5-element array. 

 
Figure 8. The study of realised gain farfield pattern in 5-
element 1-D array for (a) steer angle, θs = 0° and (b) steer 
angle, θs = -30° and the study of AR for (c) steer angle, θs = 
0° and (d) steer angle, θs = -30°, is displayed. ∆ϕ = 0° and 
ϕH= 0°. Fixed ∆ϕ for θs = 0° and fixed α for θs = -30° results. 

 

In the fig. 8 (b) and (d), the farfield pattern and 
the AR response for the combined array beam is 
directed at θs = -30°. The best AR for θs = -30°  
is obtained for the ∆ϕ =13° and α=1.3. As for 
observation, from broadside to the θs = -30° AR 
behavior, the ∆ϕ was decreased by 2° and the α 
increased by 0.5. 

 
Figure 9. The study of realised gain farfield pattern in 5-
element 1-D array for (a) steer angle, θs = -45° and (b) steer 
angle, θs = -60° and the study of AR for (c) steer angle, θs = 
-45° and (d) steer angle, θs = -60°, is displayed. ∆ϕ =0° and 

ϕH=0°. Fixed ∆ϕ for θs = -45° and fixed α for θs = -60° 

results. 

In the fig. 9 (a) and (c), the farfield pattern and 
the AR for the combined array beam is directed 
at θs = -45°. The θs = -45° farfield response is 
sensitive to the α variation and hence the farfield 
is presented for the variation in α keeping the ∆ϕ 
as constant. The parameter α is affecting the 
farfield performance as depicted in fig. 9 (a). The 
best AR for steer angle θs = -45° in ϕ = 0 plane is 
for the α value of 1.3 and the ∆ϕ value is changed 
to 17° for the AR responses at the desired fr and 
θs. 
 

In the fig. 9 (b) and (d), the farfield pattern and 
the AR for the combined array beam is directed 
at θs = -60°. The farfield response is sensitive to 
the ∆ϕ variation instead and hence the farfield is 
presented for the variation in ∆ϕ keeping the α as 
constant. The parameter ∆ϕ is not affecting the 
farfield performance as depicted in fig. 9 (b). The 
best AR for steer angle θs = -60° in ϕ = 0 plane 
is for the ∆ϕ value of 30° and the α value is fixed 
at 1.4 for the AR responses at the desired fr and 
θs. 
 

3. Conclusion 

The AR response for antenna array system with 
number of elements, N=1,3 and 5-element, has 
been analysed. The initial response is in 
accordance with the formulation given in eq (1). 
The array was needed for steering to depict the 
AR response changes needed for restoring the AR 
is sensitive to the steering of the beam. The 
farfield pattern is always affected by the changes 
in the α value and it also governs the depth in 
magnitude of AR. The ∆ϕ governing the phase 
difference between the two plane feeds is 
essential for the better response control of AR 
when steering as total ∆ϕ variation is from -2° to 
17° for all the antenna whereas the α variation 
required for best responses ranged from 1.2-1.4. 
This analysis will be extended to phi=90° plane 
as well and the final response having best 
response of AR in both the phi=0° and phi=90° 
plane will be presented later. 
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